these theologians as referring to those who manifest in their lives "self-transcending" love of God and neighbor. 10 These theological arguments seem solid and convincing for the possibility and actuality of self-transcending love outside the Church. They are less helpful, however, for specifying where in fact such love is actually present and what conditions are needed for its full working out. In the first place, with the exception of Mühlen, their principles are derived primarily from the self-transcending subject, with less attention to the interrelationship of such subjects, so that the social dimension does not come clearly into view. The Church, however, as a social institution, requires criteria derived from social development. 11 In the second place, their criteria are not clearly experiential or verifiable, because they do not focus sufficiently on committed love over a long period of time with its stages of development. Metaphysical principles are essential, but without the further experiential criteria there is little clarity for determining what ought to be done. Experience shows that the initial experience of love is no firm criterion; for the dark side very soon appears with its jealousies, angers, and destructive drives. As one Jungian analyst put it, "love is more complex than its emotions, just as God is mystery, not enthusiasms." 12 In the deeper regions of the human person, even our most "altruistic" intentions often prove to be efforts to see ourselves as valuable, and the fidelity of our commitment is shaken by lack of response in the other. A depth analyst such as Freud concluded toward the end of his life that some blocks to that freedom which is the basis of am) true love are all but insurmountable, and that the drive to self-destruction is all but irresistible. 13 Experiential criteria for love thus have to take fidelity in time into consideration, a fidelity to the initial vision that may seem impossible in face of the "realism" of daily life. 14 10 As is clear from their arguments, "self-transcending" has different meanings in the theologians cited according to their total theological viewpoint. They hold in common, however, that such "self-transcendence" indicates the action of God's grace. "Lonergan's analysis of intersubjectivity (see Method in Theology, pp. 55 ff.) and of cognitive, constitutive, and effective meaning which constitutes the Church as society (pp. 362 f.) provides helpful principles for such a social-developmental analysis, but they are sketchy and need fleshing out. Paul Tillich, also, in Vol. 3 of his Systematic Theology analyzes Christian spiritual community in the context of world history (3 vols, in one; Chicago, 1967, esp. pp. 382-93). His treatments of historical "self-integration," "selfcreativity," and "self-transcendence" have some similarity to the second, third, and fourth stages of my analysis (see below). They are not, however, interrelated by Tillich in a developmental way.
12 See James Hillman, Insearch: Psychology and Religion (New York, 1967) p. 82. "Sigmund Freud, "Analysis Terminable and Interminable," Standard Edition, ed. James Strachey (London: Hogarth) 23 (1964) 252.
14 In his classic book on love, Vladimir Solovyev makes this very point. The keen emotion of love glimpses a transcendent reality, but it comes and passes away. What remains is
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
Not only does experience show selfless love to be ambiguous and difficult in our individual lives; it is even more clearly challenged in our efforts to bring about just social structures. As John C. Bennett commented in a not outdated article, Enthusiasm for a cause is not enough. There is a phase in a particular struggle when the cause may simplify one's life, make decisions clear, enable one to know with whom to stand. But complexities finally overtake such simplifications. One discovers there are no total solutions, that even successes create new and unanticipated problems, that actual alternatives call for new and troublesome decisions. Those who have been most political and activistic often find the people with whom they have worked split away over strategies and develop a shocking hostility toward one another. . . .
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A similar conclusion about the difficulty, if not impossibility, of establishing a socially-just world order was reached by Reinhold Niebuhr. After studying the historical evidence at length, he concluded that whereas individual selfless love is difficult enough, institutional selfless love is proven historically to be highly unlikely, if not impossible. "The selfishness of human communities must be regarded as an inevitability. Where it is inordinate it can be checked only by competing assertions of interest; and these can be effective only if coercive methods are added to moral and rational persuasion." 16 He concludes that the moral obtuseness and self-interest of human collectives make a morality of pure disin terestedness impossible, so that any overly optimistic expectation of it must come to terms with a history that evidences the contrary.
There are signs of a growing optimism that perhaps social change can be brought about if there is Christian community, but even those attempts point to the difficulty of following through with such communi ties. An editor of the Post American, a periodical published by a radical social-action group in Chicago, put it thus:
The experience of our own small community in Chicago, however, is probably far too typical of what has happened with many. We watched helplessly with bewilderment and disillusionment as all our highest dreams and noblest efforts to build community crumbled around us. There were many reasons for this: our lack of wisdom in handling interpersonal friction, a fear of authority, a pride that often kept us from learning from others. As we look back, perhaps the biggest reason is that we simply did not understand the centrality of the Spirit to faith in love that stands firm to the end despite the cross. "In our materialistic society," he writes, "it is impossible to preserve genuine love, unless we understand and accept it as a moral achievement" (The Meaning of Love [New York, 1947] This imposing body of evidence cautions us against concluding too quickly from theological possibility to the actual working out of selfless love within or outside the Church. It also points to the necessity of developing theological criteria of its presence that include more explicitly the social dimension and the experiential dimension that includes fidelity in time. I turn now to this task.
TRINITARIAN LOVE AS REVEALED IN CHRIST'S CROSS
Since as Christians we hold the centrality of Christ for revealing God's love, I propose to examine how Scripture presents his life as foundation for our theological criteria. What has emerged from recent studies is the centrality of Christ's death/resurrection, not only for interpreting his own life and that of Christians, but also for interpreting the self-giving love of the Trinity. That Christ's death and resurrection was central to the Christian message has become clear from Scripture studies. The core of the early Church kerygma was "that Christ died for our sins in accordance with the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day . . . and that he appeared to Cephas, then to the Twelve" (1 Cor 15:3-5 omnipotence of God in the impotence of the cross, is the completely unexpected expression of the free fidelity of God to His promises, which is incapable of being grasped by any sort of a priori schema.
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It is this larger salvation-historical context that enables us to derive from Christ's cross/resurrection both transcendental qualities of God's Trinitarian love and experiential historical stages of religious social development. The next three sections unfold these implications.
Qualities of Trinitarian Love Revealed in Cross/Resurrection
If we view the cross/resurrection event as revealing God's Trinitarian love, four qualities of that love appear: His sovereign freedom, His fidelity to His promises and the continuity of His call, the universality of His love, and its community-forming power. His freedom is revealed because the cross shows that no other power, whether human evil or demonic, can stand against God's free self-gift. His fidelity appears in the cross as God's standing by His covenant despite Israel's rejection of it. His universal love is revealed because through the cross God's love breaks through narrow national boundaries and extends salvation to all, Jew and Gentile alike. Finally, through Christ's dying and rising God frees the world from its alienation in order to produce a new people through the sending of the Spirit. I will consider each of these in turn.
First Secondly, implied in God's sovereign freedom, therefore, is His fidelity and the continuity of His self-gift to humanity. The cross is the paradoxical revelation that God's fidelity is able to accept the freedom of His people even to reject Him and His Son and still not take back His unconditional offer of love. Israel had the background for understanding this in its theology of covenant. The Sinai covenant was conditioned on their fidelity to the divine commandments, and since Israel proved unfaithful, the later prophets pronounced that covenant broken 29 also be developed in order to guide the Church to fuller growth. Hence I turn now to the question of social-religious development.
Notion of Historical Development as Help to Understanding Church
Wherever it is manifest, God's love will show the qualities both of sovereign freedom and of fidelity in forming community of an ever more universal character. These qualities, however, will show up differently in the Noah covenant than in that of Moses or the New Promise. Because of God's fidelity, each of these covenant promises will be included in the succeeding ones, but each succeeding covenant will also reveal an element of newness that comes from the sovereign freedom of God's love. 36 This paradox of God's freedom and fidelity, of prophetic challenge and continuity of commitment, confronts us inevitably with the question whether or not there are stages of historical development that enter into succeeding stages as necessary presuppositions for their emergence. In other words, is there a law of historical development that will help us to interpret the role of the Church today?
A springboard into this difficult question is given by Mühlen in his treatment of a theology of politics in Entsakralisierung. 37 He observes that a certain view of updating as simply a matter of ridding the Church of Old Testament forms and introducing "religionless religion" is overly simplistic. The Old Testament is not some fixed quantity that lies behind us so that we are in an entirely new order. It is an eternal, enduring covenant that must be realized in history ever again. This means that the Old Testament can never be a reality of the past that we have outgrown. What appears in evolution as a whole, Erik Erikson has shown in human development through the various crises of trust/mistrust, initiative/guilt, identity /diffusion, etc.
39 Each stage enters into the successful working out of the succeeding stage or else introduces a deviation that prevents a full working out of the process. Lonergan articulates this notion of development in connection with the three types of conversion (intellectual, moral, and religious) he sees in self-transcending consciousness.
Because intellectual, moral, and religious conversions all have to do with self-transcendence, it is possible, when all three occur within a single consciousness, to conceive their relations in terms of sublation. I would use this notion in Karl Rahner's sense rather than Hegel's to mean that what sublates goes beyond what is sublated, introduces something new and distinct, puts everything on a new basis, yet so far from interfering with the sublated or destroying it, on the contrary needs it, includes it, preserves all its proper features and properties, and carries them forward to a fuller realization within a richer context.
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The key point in this view is that previous stages are not destroyed but even raised to higher realization in their own right, while being integrated in the richer context. Thus, sensation in humans is richer than in animals, and cells in animals are more complex than those in plant life, etc. Lonergan finds this phenomenon in the stages of conversions: the intellectual conversion from conceptualism to judgments of reality is contained in the moral conversion to value choices on the basis of the objective good, and both are contained in the religious conversion to the principle of unlimited love. If this is true of individual consciousness, which analysis can show presupposes an interpersonal context in order to develop, 41 it seems reasonable to expect that it is also true analogously of social-religious consciousness, such that stages of development could be seen as preparatory for the Church of Christ springing from the cross/resurrection event.
To discover such stages in Scripture, however, presents a difficult methodological question. There are multiple theologies in both Old and New Testaments 42 and it is impossible simply to take one of these as speaking for the whole of Scripture. On the other hand, the systematic theologian does not merely take over scriptural theologies; he develops 39 Secondly, conscious integration of oneself in society necessarily involves a one-sidedness that leaves other aspects of one's individual uniqueness undeveloped and suppressed. At some time or other there is a break-through of "spiritual experience" springing from one's spiritual center-what has been called the "superconscious."
45 This center is beyond rationality, much as the subconscious is prerational. It is the dimension of the personality whence come intuitions, artistic inspiration, love, and personal experience of God. 46 Its emergence frees aspects of one's wholeness that have been denied consciousness by the effort at social integration-the "dark side" of one's personality, guilt, shame, mystery. Thus the transition to this dimension is disorienting to one's "normal" view of life. There is demanded a sort of "dying" of the conscious self in opening to this new transcendence, whether it is experienced in a "great love" or in more direct experience of God. 47 One's personal self is now not so much agent as respondent, and has to learn a new way of co-operating with the power and influence of this new dimension. The new centering experience frees one from collective relationships to the beginning of individuation, which at the same time opens one to the universality of the spirit. However, this is only the vision of universality, not yet its realization. In time, because one's relationships and ways of acting are still patterned on the old model, the experience ebbs, love cools, or one loses the vision of the spiritual and is left with a conscience sensitized by the experience but with the same old narrow self and guilt. In fear of this state, one may intensify efforts at purification, but this only deepens one in the previous self-structure and increases alienation. 48 Learning submission to transcendence is a long and difficult process.
Thus, thirdly, there is what might be called an "incarnational" stage of transforming one's relationships in line with one's experience of God and the new break-through of spiritual love. This stage is essentially communitarian, since one's relationships cannot be transformed apart from a community undergoing a similar transformation. This presupposes the freedom gained in the second stage, for only if one is centered and whole can relationships be true. Thus one continues to submit to the transcendent dimension in a growing and mutual submission to and unification with others. But also this stage presupposes and transforms the first stage by a growing decentering from oneself for the sake of the other through a sort of "ecstatic love" which does not annihilate one's self but brings increased self-understanding and self-gift in the new love. 49 The process involves a purification of one's previous self-centered feelings, understandings, and choices-a sort of "dark night" of the senses and spirit-which emerges into a deeper unification and indwelling in the other. St. John of the Cross expresses well the ecstatic nature of this love: "Wherefore the soul may know well if it loves God or no; for if it loves Him, it will have no heart for itself, but only for God." 50 Not only is this increasing other-centeredness true of relationship to God, but increasingly of all one's relationships in God.
Fourthly, as the person (and community) grows in "ecstatic self-gift" through a deepening dying to self-centeredness into greater unification in community through the transcendent love, one experiences a desire to communicate the joy one has found with others beyond the limits of the believing community. Richard of St. Victor noted, wants to share its beloved with others. 51 There is a "release of power," in the words of Rosemary Haughton, that springs from conversion to Christ in a loving community.
52 This fourth-stage person, grounded in the love of community and of Christ, desires to bring this communal love to those who still have not experienced it, and to do so freely, because one's need for love is fulfilled through the community. The creativity of the transcendent ground of God's communitarian love is thus freed to go out.
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These are four stages of spiritual growth into transformation by Trinitarian love. They are not independent of one another, but related in a logic of development. Familial relationships and rules bring developing integration and liberation of one's individual freedom. Grace touches that center of freedom and opens the self ecstatically to God and spiritual love. 54 As one integrates this spiritual dimension in free and freeing relationships to God and others, the liberation of self in this communal sharing breaks out in a transcendent desire to give freely the love one has experienced. Not only are the stages interdependent; successive stages preserve and develop more richly what was begun in previous stages. Individuation permits greater unification and deeper relations with others; ecstatic communal love effects deeper self-possession; finally, the stage of outgoing love increases one's delight in communal sharing, for that sharing is then not self-enclosed but creative of expanding love. 55 As with other developmental processes, break-throughs can take place in later stages before the previous ones are well developed, but they cannot normally continue in a solid way unless the presupposed stages are healed. Thus these stages form a sort of social-religious law of development akin to the other examples of development I have presented. It remains to see whether these stages cast light on and are correlated to the biblical data. 54 This is a moment of divine intervention that is not sfmply a further development of its preconditioning stage. See J. Patout Burns, art. cit.^ for the distinction between a developmental and a condition-intervention schema of Gregory of Nyssa and Augustine respectively. 55 The effect of succeeding stages on the preceding seems more an aspect of development, since it presupposes that each stage builds on the preceding and helps it unfold; see Burns, art. cit.
Correlation of Stages of Development with Biblical Data
The difficulty of such a correlation was mentioned before. An exegete could ground such stages variously: according to the various covenants, or particular persons such as Abraham and Moses, or various authors and traditions such as the Yahwist or Priestly account. I have chosen not simply to work from those positions but to sketch out a paradigm of spiritual development and to correlate it with what Scripture presents as major stages of Israel's development, both to elaborate our paradigm and to give further understanding to the biblical data. The stages were chosen with an eye to that correlation, so it should not be surprising to find how well they do fit. because of Israel's infidelity (Jer 31:21 etc.) and that Yah weh Himself would intervene and put His own Spirit in their hearts and make them keep the law and be His people (Ez 36:27) . This break-through of Yahweh's transcendent unconditional love seems to have broadened their vision of Him from "Israel's God" to universal creator and "only God." Pagan gods are seen as nothing at all, and the Priestly creation account sees Yahweh as universal creator and Lord. Further, there is a move from collective guilt to individual responsibility, as seen in Ezechiel's admonitions to each Israelite (Ez 18). Correspondingly, there is a wider vision from narrow nationalism to seeing Jerusalem as eschatological center of world peace (Is 60:1-7).
This clearly corresponds to the stage of spiritual break-through with its polarity of individual responsibility and ecstatic universal visions. However, it is only the initial break-through, which sensitizes consciences, enlightens the intellect, and motivates to renewed activity; it is not the full transformation. The promises of inner transformation are all put in the future, and even though there is a growing closeness of relationship to Yahweh (seen especially in later wisdom literature), there
is not yet the step to incarnating this spiritual dimension in human relationships that we find in the New Testament. In fact, in the ebbing of the Spirit, Israel increased its personal efforts toward purification and increased its laws and legalism. 57 A process of incarnating surrender to the spiritual dimension must take place if the people are not to stagnate between the spiritual break-through and their own efforts at self-salvation.
This third stage was inaugurated by Christ and brought to completed beginning in his death/resurrection. According to the Synoptics, Jesus not only experienced the personal break-through of relationship to the Father-as at his baptism-but also lived out in all life the implications of a Spirit-guided and empowered activity. This portrait corresponds well to what I have named the "incarnational" stage. 58 It involves a purification of one's own strategies and moral efforts for bringing about the good one envisions-such as we find in Christ's temptations-in are seen in Christ 61 ) and also a purification of self-centered attitudes to enter more fully into a reconciled community. 62 The heart of the process is a* 4frô §. ^ «osasídá. ísft *feífc ^¿feaa isfk is* "ts^eas^. ^^«fc 4Í*Í%5Í1^ ^^ commitment to Christ and the community that embodies him. 63 l^is"s^^'ii^iJn, , nuwever/is"nui^nuugn. íru^iís'CJnfiirtiííttóín^vas nói just for his disciples but for the whole world, so the disciples are empowered by the same Spirit and thus called to witness God's love to the world. The communal "incarnational" stage, therefore, must break out into what might be called a fourth, "eschatological" stage. Luke brings both aspects together. 64 For example, his description of Pentecost shows not only the forming of a sharing community but also the "release of power" of the Spirit for the apostles to preach boldly the good news of Christ. Community and mission reinforce each other, the one providing the worshiping base that calls down the power of the Spirit in the apcstíes^ aticf the mcsscaci marávatóag a deegeaia^ Chcistía.vi camaiatuíiy (see Acts 4:23-31). John's view seems very much like Luke's; the very message is their love for one another (Jn 13:35). In principle, this mission will end only when the full number of believers is brought into oneness with Christ: "that all may be one" (Jn 17:20 f.).
65 Thus, as in the fourth stage of our schema, communal love in the Spirit gives rise to outgoing love, which in turn intensifies the communal love in an ever-expanding rhythm.
These, in broad outline, are biblical stages of spiritual growth that correspond to my developmental schema. The move from one stage to another was hardly ever smooth. Sin, understood as refusal of God's call to ongoing development, resisted the dying to self necessary to advance to the following stages .** Israel was moved from the clan stage only by the destruction of its center of institutional identity-Jerusalem and the Temple. And Judaism itself balked at going beyond its national limits to its universal mission in Christ. At each stage a dying was required: to corporate identity, then to spiritual individualism, then from communal worship to immersion in tti€ world. Yet there was also fidelity to the past. Community was present in the end as in the beginning, and even more intensely, so that Christians could call themselves the "new Israel."
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There is law in the end as in the beginning, but a "new covenant" law in the Spirit. 68 And there is a promise as in the beginning, but now one that even death cannot overcome, of an eschatological, transcendent kingdom. My notion of development seems confirmed: succeeding stages include the previous and even bring them "to a fuller realization within a richer context." 69 Finally, the constant dynamism behind each new stage is God's love, sovereignly free, faithful, universal, and formative of community, but this love is ever more fully realized in each succeeding stage. Thus, God's freeing freedom called Abraham from a nontranscendent culture to obey Him personally, and the law called for free obedience. The spiritual break-through freed further from collectivism to individual responsibility and universal vision. Christ moved this freedom into real relationships by his willingness to face dying to himself for others, and the gift of the Spirit frees believers to love unconditionally in the world as grounded in God's transcendent freedom. God's fidelity also moves from a conditioned fidelity, to an unconditional promise, to an incarnate fidelity in relationships, and finally to eschatological fulfilment in Christ. His universal love moves from a particular promise to Abraham that all nations would be blessed in Him, to a universal vision of His Lordship, to incarnation of this universality in Christ's cross/resurrection and the "new creation," and finally to world transformation. Lastly, the community itself is gathered, interiorized, embodied, and sent forth to bring all into the one fold.
To conclude this section, these stages have been developed from spiritual psychology, and their biblical confirmation shows that they are appropriate to reveal God's action in our spiritual growth. They are not just past history but an ever-recurrent developmental pattern. If the view presented is correct, we would have to conclude even now that succeeding stages cannot be fully developed without the preparation of preceding stages. A later stage may emerge early-as with a spiritual break-through in a disintegrated personality-but one would have to take care that the preparatory stages are repaired if the succeeding ones are to yield their full fruit. Service to the world would then be seen as impotent or only feebly possible without a powerful spiritual community. Community would be impotent without reliance on the break-through of the Spirit and the freedom of individual commitment, and that break-through itself as disintegrating unless grounded in basic human communities. The constant dynamism behind every stage of development would be God's love, and the gift of community-forming Spirit.
WHY, THEN, THE CHURCH?
I began with the question, in a world where anonymous Christianity is a real possibility, "Why the Church?" I insisted that the usual norm for discovering the working of the Spirit and hence salvation is selfless love. Admitting that selfless love is a sign of God's love, since it is only possible on the basis of a transcendent ground, the question still addressed us: What then is God's love, when is love really selfless? My argument has been that fully selfless love is only manifested in the cross/resurrection of Jesus, that this event is normative for selfless love wherever it occurs. Further, I argued that the cross reveals four qualities of such divine love: freedom, fidelity, universality, and community-forming. Not only that, but since the cross/resurrection is no isolated event but the culmination of a people's divine formation and preparation, it can only be interpreted historically as culminating stages of historical development: of community, reliance on divine power, and the unification of these in the spiritual community that was the early Church. And even this Church is not in itself sufficient to manifest God's love unless it is moved out by the very divine power within it to manifest God's universal community-forming love and co-operate with the movements of the Spirit in the world. What would such a position say to the question "Why the Church?"
In the first place, it would have to criticize a one-sided view of the Church as primarily a servant of the world; for the mission aspect of the Church in the above view is to manifest God's love as revealed in the cross/resurrection event, much as is presented in Matthew's Gospel, and that event does not stand alone but is the culmination of a whole history of community formation which enters into the content of the mission. The spiritual community of the Church is itself the message-the effective revelation of God's love in the world as a possibility of human development. 70 Only if the Church converts to becoming a living manifestation of God's love will it be a real embodiment of the message of the kingdom. This seems to me the theological reason why efforts at social transformation have proved unavailing: the lack of spiritual community supporting them; for it is not just individual acts of selfless 70 This view does not take away from the need for mission, and for adapting to the needs of the people one serves and their stage of development (as Haight argues, art. cit.). But if this service is to go beyond helping people be healed for the first of our stages, it will involve further conversion and development of community in the Church. One cannot give what one does not have. love that it is the mission of the Church to communicate, but community-forming, committed love, and this can be communicated only if it is really being lived.
Secondly, it would also be insufficient to the question "Why the Church?" to say simply that it was to form a community of faith in Jesus Christ; for this would make the community center solely on its relation to Jesus and to one another, and would not go beyond itself, as Jesus himself did, to reveal the universality of his Father's love. This would be equivalent to an exclusivist ecclesiology and would not be taking seriously the reality of God's grace outside the boundaries of the believing community.
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Thirdly, however, could we not simply hold a representational ecclesiology, accepting the reality of grace outside the boundaries of the Church and affirming that the Church was there to show what was basically possible independent of its witness? It is difficult to exclude this possibility in theory, given the possibility of grace outside the Church, but it does seem highly unlikely, given some reflection on our experience. One likely candidate as revelation of God's grace, for example, would be the high points of Eastern spirituality. There certainly we have the recognition of oneness, of the need to die to egoism, and of compassionate concern for suffering humanity. However, if our analysis of Trinitarian love is taken as norm, that love would fall short precisely through its absence of community-forming thrust. The Eastern view of God is monistic, so that community could not be considered as a transcendent goal-perhaps as a means, but not as itself a glimmering of the divine community that is our future. Hence that revelation would be more 73 It adds to Gregory of Nyssa's view, however, the communitarian focus of Augustine's pneumatology; for in my view the Church is not just a pedagogue of individuals in their process of purification (as necessary as this is) but precisely the locus of God's community-forming Spirit in whose power each member is opened to communal freedom, universality, and self-giving. One is educated precisely by being ever more deeply incorporated into the Body of Christ, and it would be this inspiriting that empowers the Church's action in the world. Because of the equal emphasis of community and mission in this view, it is more akin to the Lukan than the Matthean model. Both Christian community and mission are viewed as equally primary; for the mission is for the sake of expanding community, and the community for the sake of expanding mission.
Thus the Church would have a twofold task: to purify itself to become an embodiment of God's living Spirit, and to witness this love in the world and call the world's own manifestations of the Spirit to the fulness of Christian communal love. This is well expressed by Rosemary 72 Schineller, art. cit., for a description of this type of ecclesiology. The difference between this ecclesiology and that of Karl Rahner lies not in the type but in the interpersonal ontology that underlies it; see n. 24 above.
73 See Burns, art. cit., for a development of the implications of these two options.
Haughton in a recent book:
The Christian community has two tasks, which are not separable but are distinct. . . . The community has to organize itself, and organize with others, in order to bring to bear on its own worldly situation the understanding it gains in its calling. This is its task of religion-making. But in order to do this truly, and make a religion which can worship God and not idols, it must also come into being as a community made not by hands, but by the act of God. This act is an act of judgement, and it is by undergoing this judgement that the community exists as spiritual. By this also it is enabled both to be and to utter God's judgement on the world, which includes its own worldly building Only the Spirit can do this, when he acts in people and sets them free to love each other.
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Thus the Church has itself to hear the call of divine love to conversion and spiritual community, and from this basis of experience to witness to God's call to the world. It may well be that the Church is predominantly in the first stage of institutionalism and needs first to hear the prophetic call to convert and trust in God's transcendent love before it can gain the strength it needs to be sent out in joy. It need not postpone mission till this is done, since the stages mutually help one another, such that mission can be a strong motivation to become formed in spiritual community, as it was for the Post American community. 75 It would only mean that if the mission is truly to bring God's love, it must have as ground a living experience of that love in community. That experience, in the view here presented, involves the four stages of development, each of which needs renewal if the Church's witness is to be solid. Thus we are led to the following suggestions for renewal.
First, there needs to be renewed, or even formed, the familial basis, which heals emotional relationships and schools freedom to break loose from the collectivities of our world to find one's true self. Without that base the anxiety to secure one's place in our threatened world will prevent our hearing God's new call to grow. Israel had this component in her family feasts and community synagogues. Temple celebrations presupposed that familial base. This base is increasingly lost in our day when families are more and more uprooted in our "future shock" economy, and collectivism and individualism pervade our disintegrated neighborhoods and commercialized entertainment. If God is to build community on a natural base, we need to develop communities that neither our culture nor our Church as institution at present builds. 76 The strategy of developing "basic communities" in South America, and the trend to forming "covenant communities" in the charismatic renewal, both seem to be responding to this felt need.
Secondly, today, when we recognize better our human inadequacy, there needs to be renewed conviction that not Church structures, however necessary they be, nor merely human efforts, which also are needed, but God's community-forming love assures the Church's unity, existence, and growth. Israel's own institutions were razed in order for her to open to Yahweh's power for new creation. The remedy today, I hope, will not be as drastic, but it remains true that the Church today as before requires the same transcendent help for every aspect of renewal, from updating of liturgy to reinterpreting ministries. The charismatic renewal is only one instance of such a spiritual awakening in the Church, 77 but the trend must reach to seminaries and parishes if we are to move beyond a merely institutional communitarian life.
Thirdly, the Church needs the foundation of a strong spiritual community to empower mission. In the early Church Christ's cross/ resurrection was the model for such healing and the unconditional forgiveness it implied. At Pentecost dispersed Jews were regathered by the Spirit, and the disciples were sent out with that message of reconciliation. The same is true today. The Church needs to heal divisions within our own communities and between Christian churches. There is but one Spirit, so our divisions must be seen as sinful (regardless of who was or is at fault). The cross/resurrection teaches that healing comes not from our own unaided efforts but from openness to God's reconciling love, which involves dying to our own (or the Church's) narrow self-justification or even self-condemnation, and opening to the unity God is effecting. If we open to Christ in our community (as was Luke's vision), we can emerge from our narrowness into the new unity to which we are called in the one Spirit. 78 Fourthly, God's love in Jesus' cross was not just for the renewal of Israel: it is a universal call to repentance for the whole world. There is only one goal for the world, God's Triune love, and grace is everywhere at work. Hence the Church must bring its knowledge of spiritual community into ongoing dialogue with the world. It is not a one-way dialogue but a willingness to learn (as is clear from Roger Haight's article) as well as critique. Thus it can learn from the Marxist concern for justice and the oppressed to recall its own early community experience.
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Or it can learn from the Freudian exposé of our unconscious sinfulness to take seriously the prophetic challenge of Christ himself. On the other hand, it will judge the world's narrow nationalism (or its own narrow institutionalism) or the economic world's psychological manipulation (as well as its own administrative manipulation) that reveals an absolutizing of world structures and a closedness to God's transcendence. In constant openness to such learning and critique, the Church will transform itself and witness to the world according to God's love that it lives from.
CONCLUSION
I began with the question that anonymous Christianity presents to the Church. From the view here presented, God's love forms an enduring and committed community in the Spirit; it is not just the ground of individual acts of selfless love. It has been argued that committed community is essential if social structures, and not just individuals, are to be transformed by God's love. Such transformation is no mere structural change-which could be accomplished by separate acts of love-but a move to "new being," a committed, Spirit-empowered community of love. Anonymous Christianity cannot mean a negation of the necessity of such a spiritual community if it is not to divest the Church of its power so to transform structures. This article does not deny the possibility of such spiritual communities elsewhere in the world (though experience does not show this as likely), but only cautions that such a committed love, even beyond death, is no mere instance of selfless love but a life devoted to a transcendent love even at the cost of one's life.
"Why the Church?" Our response is: to become a living witness to this Trinitarian love. It is a vision that involves an ongoing conversion toward the freedom, fidelity, universality, and spiritual community that are revealed and effected by Christ's cross. The cross itself is the final manifestation of the inadequacy of any finite representation of this divine love, so that only by an ongoing dying to its finite values, immobile selfjustification, and limited love will the Church, by extrapolation, reveal its source of life within, yet beyond, itself, the call of Trinitarian love which is the final goal of all the world. The Church must be a place where such a call to conversion is ever heard as both a judgment and a gift to itself and the world.
79 Because of grace in the world, the world can and should be a call to the Church to recognize value» it has neglected. However, if the Church is to grow in self-determination, it will look for the roots of these values in its own faith. We need, in the words of Archbishop Helder Cámara of Brazil, a new Thomas Aquinas, who will do for Marxism what Thomas himself did for Aristotelianism (talk given at the University of Chicago at the celebration of our medieval heritage, November 1974).
